
VinSolutions Connect Automotive Intelligence helps 

dealerships identify more leads sooner by aggregating 

and analyzing customer behavior data from Connect 

CRM and across Cox Automotive. These data insights 

reveal customers who are ready to buy—even before 

they submit a lead. Salespeople can incorporate 

these customer insights to personalize the car-buying 

experience, resulting in improved CSI, increased 

customer loyalty, and an accelerated path to purchase.

Connect Automotive Intelligence helps salespeople do 

their jobs better by providing the insights needed to:

• Prioritize customers most likely to convert

• Make personalized offers sooner

• Improve the car buying experience

• Accelerate the path to purchase

For customers, the process of buying a car begins long before they contact 

your dealership. In fact, the average customer spends nearly 15 hours shopping 

for a car, with 64 percent of that time spent researching and shopping online.1 

If your dealership is waiting for shoppers to submit leads or to reach out, you’re 

limiting the size of your sales funnel and losing out on opportunities. 

CONNECT AUTOMOTIVE INTELLIGENCE
Uncover actionable insights, accelerate the path to purchase, and prioritize customers most likely to convert.

1. Source: 2020 Cox Automotive Car Buyer Journey Study

2. Source: VinSolutions Connect Automotive Intelligence Data 
predictions for 30 days prior to purchase in Aug 2019–Feb 2020

79%
of customers use third-party websites—including Kelley 

Blue Book and Autotrader—to research and shop1

64%
of the total time a customer spends in market is 

spent researching and shopping online¹

10x
Consumers classified as "Read to Buy" by Connect 

Automotive Intelligence were 10 times more likely to 

make a purchase within 30 days than consumers with 

inconclusive Buying Signals2



Engagement Strength
See which leads are trending up and down so you can follow up 

on quality leads before they’re lost. Monitor and manage sales 

productivity and identify red flags by effectively measuring the 

level of interaction of your sales staff with each lead.

Buying Signals
Become aware of in-market car shoppers before they contact your 

dealership directly in Connect CRM and Connect Mobile. Connect 

Automotive Intelligence can analyze a customer’s browsing 

behaviors—including data from Kelley Blue Book, Autotrader, and 

Dealer.com—to automatically create a lead and provide sales 

insights that connect you with customers earlier in the process.

Manager & Coaching Dashboards
Efficiently track Connect Automotive Intelligence activity in your 

dealership through the consolidated dashboard. Drill down to find 

opportunities to drive more sales by seeing which customers your 

team needs to engage.

Customer Intelligence
Go beyond browsing data to obtain even more robust insights. 

Customer Intelligence pulls in consumer demographic and 

lifestyle data derived from numerous sources—including banks 

and DMVs—to provide a clearer picture of each prospective 

buyer, helping you personalize each customer conversation.

Sentiment Analysis
Build customer satisfaction by analyzing customer sentiment and 

intent dashboards to understand what your customers are saying 

and how they're saying it. Use sentiment and intent dashboards 

to identify trends in customer messages, find coaching 

opportunities, and develop proactive processes to ensure you 

don’t lose valued customers. Resolve customer dissatisfaction 

issues earlier, preempting negative posts to social media sites. 




